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the Verge of Making Judicial History 
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USPA NEWS - Pakistan’s Chief Justice Umar Ata Bandial is on the Verge of Making Judicial History

The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pakistan the Honourable Justice Umar Ata Bandial is on the verge of making judicial history
in Pakistan, said Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare campaigner. There has never been any
chief justice of Pakistan who has faced such hostile environment as Chief Justice Umar Ata Bandial from almost every quarter.

The great honourable chief justice has been attacked on social media with all kinds of abuse and faced propaganda and fake
allegations. The attacks of abuse and threats to his life has not just been targeted at him but also on members of his family. Whether
the undue pressure and influence has been from within the Pakistan judiciary, the establishment, the PDM government, The PTI or
any other political movement, Chief Justice Umar Ata Bandial has stood steadfast, to defend and uphold at paramount height the
Pakistan law and constitution. Chief Justice Umar Ata Bandial is being hailed by the faithfuls and patriotic public of Pakistan as a true
“Lion of Allah (God),” who is most certainly living up to his name Umar.

Shazada Hayat went on to say, The greatest judge is God and the mother of all courts is Judgement Day. On earth the supreme court
judge representing the Supreme Court justice is and are the ultimate and sacred institution, which the world does and should respect
accordingly. In April 2022, it was the justice of the Pakistan Supreme Court under Chief Justice Umar Ata Bandial’s verdict that was
the catalyst for Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government to be toppled. Similarly, the recent judgement of the Pakistan Supreme Court
against the PDM government and the Pakistan election commission which is on the verge of bringing down the PDM government, if
not then Prime Minister Mian Shahbaz Sharif, who is hanging on a thread and may well pay the ultimate political price of Pakistan’s
political guillotine. 

Pakistan’s Chief Justice Umar Ata Bandial, has made it absolutely clear in no uncertain terms the fundamental fact which is, there is
no one above the law and the nation’s constitution. This applies regardless to whether you are a military chief, the president, prime
minister of Pakistan and or whether you are the ordinary person on the street, the corrupt treacherous politician or organised crime
cartel mafia boss. The Chief Justice has restored the confidence in the Pakistan’s judiciary / justice system. The Honourable Chief
Justice is most certainly facing horrendous hostilities and challenges for his resolute stand of upholding the law and the constitution of
Pakistan.

Along this journey of justice Chief Justice Umar Utta Bandial is on course to change the judicial and political horizon and history in
Pakistan. Upon achieving this victory of “Justice of Umar,” the Chief Justice of Pakistan will go down in history as the greatest Chief
Justice of Pakistan, who through the ambit of the legal system, has defended and protected Pakistan, just as Quaid-E-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah and Allama Sir Dr. Muhammad Iqbal used the law to create Pakistan. The Pakistan nation with pride and
patriotism are behind the sword and shield and the scales of justice of the nation’s great son of the soil of Pakistan, the Honourable
Chief Justice Ummar Ata Bandial,
said Shazada Hayat.
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